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和实现使用的相关技术，包括 JavaEE 6.0 框架和 JS Web 框架。重点对 JavaEE 中






























From the reform and opening up, Chinese government adheres to the opening-up 
policy, and the marketing economy rapidly develops, resulting in the increase of the 
number and size of the market investors in China, the capitalist market include 
securities. Now more and more people start to invest in the stock market and the 
securities industry. Changing the traditional way of management, we need to improve 
the management model of information technology.  
Under this background, this dissertation studies the development of the securities 
trading system at home and abroad, focusing on the Central Plains Securities 
Companies to conduct a serious study. Secondly introduced the securities trading 
system design and implementation of the relevant technologies, including the JavaEE 
framework and Web JS framework. Focus on the SSH JavaEE framework in detail, 
SSH is Struts, Spring and Hibernate technology. System needs analysis process, the 
first description of the system development feasibility, the introduction of detailed 
analysis and Research on the various modules, through research and field and trade 
personnel interviews, etc., to understand the logic of the system functions. In this 
dissertation, the architecture of the system is designed, which includes the design of 
physical structure and system structure, and then the design of each module of the 
system is designed, and the working flow of each module is analyzed. In summary, this 
dissertation mainly completes the following contents: 
(1) A detailed study of the securities and exchange business, to understand the 
process of securities trading, securities trading related policies and regulations. use 
software tools to describe the needs, and finally gives the system needs to complete the 
logic functions of business. 
(2) Design of system function module, the detailed description of each function 
through the structure flow chart, in order to make the system more profound 
understanding. 
(3) The securities trading system data base design, the concept design and 
physical design are given. In this dissertation, the interface design of each system is 














(4) At the end of the dissertation, the test plan are introduced. Through the test 
results to demonstrate the rationality of the system design. 
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第二章：系统开发过程中使用的技术，分别是 JavaEE 框架和 JS Web 应用框
架。在 JavaEE 框架中重点介绍了 Struts、Spring 和 Hibernate 框架。JS web 应用
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